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External Validation

In a multi-criteria ranking uniting all five
indicators, Canada ranked 5th for the 1998–
2009 period behind the US, the UK,
Switzerland and Chile.

The most distinguishing feature of Canadian astronomy
is the approximately 311 astronomers whose
performance as a group places them among the most
influential in the international community. Indeed,
when assessed on the basis of paper citations and
relative impact, Canada is pre-eminent, consistently at
the top of rankings of all countries that contribute to
astronomy.

Canadian Astronomy: funding and output
Money
People
Facilities

Funding
• NSERC: ~$11M/yr
– Impact of CRC’s

• CFI: ~$6M/yr (15 yrs)
– episodic :project jumps
– Impact of CRC’s

• CSA: ~$4M/yr (pre 2010)
–
–
–
–

project spikes (industry)
14-15: $11.4M
15-16: $6.0M
16-17: $3.9M

• NRC: ~ $28M/yr (Portfolio)
– Offshore: ~ $11M
– Ops & Sal: ~ $17M

• Universities: ∑~$35M/yr (??)
– Salaries + student support

LRP2010

LRPP 2010

Principal Players (people)
•

NRC: National Research Council
• scientific staff (~20): support external services; external and internal development activities
• technical staff (~70): facility development and instruments/upgrades to existing facilities

•

Universities:
This Figure shows the evolutions of
five A&A populations in 23 degreegranting institutions. “Undergraduate
research” includes undergraduate or
summer students involved in research
projects. For each population, the
least-squares fitted exponential
growth line is drawn in and the annual
growth rate and 1-s uncertainty are
given. The total population engaged
in A&A research in Canadian
universities in the fall of 2013 was 880
and growing at a rate of 6.4 ±0.7%
per year, for a doubling time of 11.1
±1.3 years.

Credit: René Racine

Canada’s International Observatories (2000)
CFHT

JCMT
JCMT

Canada-FranceHawaii Telescope

Gemini

James Clerk
Maxwell Telescope

1993

1987

1974
42.5%
42.5%
15.0%

U.K.
55%
Canada
25%
Netherlands 20%

Optical–InfraRed
3.6m primary
Wide-field imaging

Sub-millimetre
15m primary
SCUBA-2 imaging

Canada
France
Hawaii

Gemini (N) Telescope

Cost: $3.7M/Y
Future redevelopment
(ngCFHT)

U.S.A.
Canada

65% (50%)
19% (15%)

Optical–InfraRed
2 × 8m primary
InfraRed-optimized
Cost: $6M/Y

Cost: $1.2M/Y

Withdrawal planned
In FY2014-15

UK withdrawal in 2012
New Agreement (2016)

Canadian Offshore Telescopes: Mauna Kea

JCMT(25%)

Subaru 8-m

UKIRT 4-m
SMA

Keck I & II 10-m

CSO 10-m
UH 2.2-m

NASA 3-m IRTF

Gemini 8-m (15%)
Twin in Chile

CFHT - first 4-m, first remote operation and first
international collaboration on Mauna Kea.
Canada: 42.5%

LRP 2000 (MTR)

LRP2000 major projects
TMT

ALMA
JWST

SKA

LRP2010: Facilities

Funded – under construction

Med/SmallFacilities

Proceeding:
Upgrades for MegaCam
SPIROU (partially funded)
SITELLE: (CFI)
Uncertain: partially funded
Suspended at NRC Herzberg
ngCFHT  MSE: concept phase

ESA Approved: no CSA
NASA: CSA interest

ESA: Athena?
CSA: (SAFARI)
Metrology System (CAMS)

CASTOR: TDP study

Ongoing: JWST, UVIT

The Thirty Meter
Telescope (TMT)
CalTech, U.California, Japan ,China , India, Canada; NSF
Location: Mauna Kea

•

Project is technically ready to be built: construction-start target is 2014

•

Partnership Master Agreement is signed, 4 Parties have formed TIO with
intent to initiate construction in 2014. India expected to joint in 2014.

•

Canada’s major deliverables are the enclosure and the first-light facility
adaptive optics systems: ~20% share”

•

ACURA is an Associate Member representing Canada’s interest
• NRC Herzberg is named as a “performing institution”: will continue work on
NFIRAOS, project management and instrument interfaces

•

Expectation is that NRC will prepare an MC in aimed at securing a
commitment in the 2015 Federal Budget with a funding plan developed in
conjunction with ACURA and its sponsoring universities.

The SKA
10 Members: UK, Italy, NL, China, RSA, NZ,
Australia, Sweden, Germany,
Canada
X
•

Incorporation of the two precursors: ASKAP (Australia), MeerKAT (RSA) into the
SKA development has delayed the Project

•

Pre-Construction work is being “locally resourced” and delivered as “in-kind”
contributions through Work Package Consortia (WPC) formed around major subsystems within the Project

•

Canada engaged is contributing resources to 3 Work Package Consortia:
https://www.skatelescope.org/skadesign/wp/
• CSP (central signal processor): NRC Herzberg is lead organization (~32
organizations spread across 5 continents).
• DSH (Dish: radio telescopes): Australia leads, Canada (NRC-Herzberg) deeply
involved in several key technologies (~18 organizations).

•

SDP (Science data processor): UK leads, Canada is engaged through CADC
(NRC Herzberg) and U Calgary (~40 organizations, incl. Google).

21’st Century Observatories

•

CHIME is funded through CFI: not a common user facility – a dedicated “experiment”
• Located at DRAO and makes use of NRC infrastructure and RFI protection

•

JCMT: NL has withdrawn; NRC and STFC will withdraw on 30 Sept.
• New operators? (Proposal has been submitted by EACOA)
• Funding for university engagement?

•

CCAT: some university engagement now. Common user National Facility?

Issues:

Money/people/facilities

MONEY:
•

NSERC: Could the community accomplish more with envelope funding?

•

Capital for big projects: Assure a coherent (all players) case to GOC
• Why we have the LRP …

•

Governance: Who decides? Who provides advice to decision makers?
• NSERC,CFI, NRC,CSA, ACURA, CIFAR, CANARIE, Compute Canada …

•

CANARIE and other OGD/A’s; Compute Canada: Are we taking advantage of
all opportunities
• understand how we can help them deliver on their mandates

PEOPLE:
•

Build rapport with allied groups: physicists, applied science (engineering)

•

Look for critical mass of specialized expertise: tackle bigger and higher
impact projects

Issues 2:
•

Money/people/facilities

TMT: issue may be decided before LRP-MTR is published
• If negative; need to understand the reasons for a negative decision and adjust
behavior and expectations accordingly
• Consider alternatives in the context of a coherent concept for OIR Astronomy
(several options...)
• Includes Gemini, CFHT  MSE, and a future “VLOT” if TMT fails in 2015

•

SKA: Expectations vs the reality of the project (we are not alone!)
• Radio astronomy in Canada: alternatives to SKA?

•

ALMA: operational costs were significantly underestimated  cost pressure
• JCMT and CCAT: coherent concept (plan) for submm-astronomy
• Has to include long-term operations (CFI: special MSI operational fund.)

•

JWST: becomes real this decade: How is our community going to use it?
• Is it possible (sensible) to “tweak” Space astronomy program so that it more
clearly exploits synergies with JWST and ground-based investments?

Supplementary Slides follow

This shows the evolution of
the world shares of
telescope power for the USA,
Europe and Canada over the
last century. The US share
drops in 2020: it owns 30%
of TMT whereas Europe
owns of 100% of the 39-m EELT.

Telescope cost increases with power
hence this mirrors the shares of the
GDPs invested. That share has
increased over the last century by a
factor of 10 for Europe and a factor
of 3 for the US. By the mid-2020s,
with a 20% share of the TMT,
Canada’s financial effort would be
very similar to those of the USA and
of European countries.

Credit: René Racine

Riccardo Giovanelli
Cornell University

ALMA Observatory
•

Construction to be fully completed in late 2013; Observatory is functional
now and has started scientific operations.

•

Canadian response to ALMA opportunities is greater than anticipated
(18% of all accepted ALMA Cycle 1 proposals have at least one
Canadian involved; our financial share is ~3%)

•

Portfolio cash contributions are directed toward Chilean operations and
include ongoing development funds.

•

Science-support and off-site maintenance are delivered to the NSF as
“in-kind” contributions by the RAP and the ATP.

Data Management

CADC Facts
•
•
•

•
•
•

Formed in 1986
Collection: 440 Terabytes
• (largest in astronomy)
Downloads to users:
110 Terabytes/year
Network: 1 gigabit/second
Downloaded data
~ 250 Canadian users
~ 3000 users worldwide

Canadian Astronomy Data Centre (CADC)
• CADC is a National Facility for astronomy data
management
• Is part of NRC Herzberg: located at the DAO
• CADC serves virtually all Canadian university
researchers in observational astronomy
• 25 years of service to university astronomers
• MOU/contracts with telescope facilities
• Longevity
University
Researchers
ALMA

Staff
•

•

JCMT

18 Staff: Science, Development,
& Operations
Budget: $2.2m
Revenues: 40% of total budget

Gemini

CFHT
SKA

NRC Herzberg: space astronomy
•

While not presently regarded as our mandate, we
are involved in several space astronomy facilities.

•

Past involvement has included leading the FUSE
mission, membership in HST instrument teams,
many other proposal teams.

•

Technical expertise transfer to aerospace
companies over years.

•

HIA staff have a long history of membership in
review panels and committees for space astronomy
facilities.

•

CADC have been leaders in data archiving,
distribution and VO developments for space
missions.

•

Emerson Report: Are closer formal ties to CSA are
desirable?

Domestic Telescopes
NRC Herzberg operates telescopes at DAO
(Victoria) and DRAO (Penticton)
Dominion Radio Astrophysical
Observatory (DRAO, Penticton)
Synthesis Radio Telescope

Dominion Astrophysical
Observatory (DAO, Victoria)
1.8m optical, 1.2m optical

Astronomy Technology Research and Development
for Existing and Future Telescopes
•

Design and fabrication of instruments and related observatory infrastructure for
operating telescopes
•

•

Participate in the design and development of new observatories/capabilities
identified in the Long Range Plan
•
•
•
•

•

VOLT (open-loop control for multi-object adaptive optics)
Planar Antennae + MMIC signal chains at 25-50 GHz range

Associated technology transfer and industrial collaboration
•
•
•

•

Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA): Band 3, data archive, management, staff
Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT): adaptive optics, systems engineering, instruments
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST): fine guidance system; tuneable filter imager
Square Kilometre Array (SKA): Composite antennae; smart receivers, signal processing

In-house research and development to enhance existing competencies
•
•

•

Gemini Planet Imager; GLAO; Spirou (CFHT); ACSIS correlator (JCMT)

NanoWave Technologies: LNA licence
Breconridge: Digital signal transport and processing
Profile Composites: Large (10m-15m) Antenna

CSA (OGD) Collaborations:
•
•

Space astronomy projects (UVIT; JWST)
Solar Monitoring Program (Next Generation: with NRCan)

Astronomy is Deeply Embedded in Canada
23 Canadian universities astronomy
24 Canada Research Chairs: Astronomy & Astrophysics
525 paid Canadian Astronomical Society (CASCA) members
Many Thousands of Professional and Amateur Astronomers in Canada.
• 29 Astronomy Clubs Across Canada: 4000 paid RASC members
• 800,000 Canadian Planetarium visits per year
• 20,000 undergraduate students take astronomy courses at college or university.
• 18,000 visits per year to HIA sites.
• 10,000 students visit the Center of the Universe each year

